
*****Premiere Programming Alert*****

DREW AND JONATHAN SCOTT RETURN FOR A NEW SEASON OF
‘PROPERTY BROTHERS: FOREVER HOME’ ON WEDNESDAY, OCT. 26, AT 9 P.M. ET/PT

WHAT: Home renovation stars Drew and Jonathan Scott will return for a fresh season of their
popular HGTV series, Property Brothers: Forever Home, filmed in their newly adopted
hometown of Los Angeles. Embracing the casual California vibes, the duo will continue to help
homeowners from every walk of life unlock their property's full potential through thoughtful
renovations, creating homes families won’t want to leave. Fans also will get a glimpse into the
Brothers’ personal lives, including updates on Drew and Linda’s family life.

During the premiere episode, the Brothers will help a couple update a property that’s been in
their family for generations. While it’s filled with sentimental memories of family parties and
holiday gatherings, the home hasn't been remodeled since the ‘80s. It needs major updates so
the couple can host celebrations of their Hispanic heritage, as well as create special moments of
their own. Drew and Jonathan will re-imagine the entry, dining room and kitchen, creating an
inviting open concept perfect for entertaining their extended family. They also will add a cozy
new living room complete with a freshly renovated fireplace and comfy seating.

WHERE/WHEN: Premieres Wednesday, Oct. 26, at 9 p.m. ET/PT on HGTV and discovery+

DIGITAL/SOCIAL: Fans are invited to stay connected with Property Brothers: Forever Home on
HGTV’s digital platforms. Viewers also can visit HGTV.com/PropertyBrothersForeverHome for
exclusive show content and follow @HGTV and #propertybrothers on Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, and TikTok as well as @mrdrewscott (Instagram, Twitter, and TikTok) and Jonathan
@jonathanscott (Instagram, Twitter, and TikTok).

PHOTO (Credit HGTV):
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13bOaPZB7ItBKyO2Y6k_FFJws0kmth_xd/view?usp=sharing

Property Brothers: Forever Home is produced by Scott Brothers Entertainment, with Drew and
Jonathan serving as executive producers.

PRESS CONTACTS: 
Kelly Rivezzi / kelly_rivezzi@discovery.com / 908-531-5935
Amy Hammontree / amy_hammontree@discovery.com / 865-5216-3618
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